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The main purpose of this paper is to improve Theorem 1 in [4],
Let G be a 4-fold transitive group on Ω = {1, 2, •••, n}y H=G1234 the
subgroup of G consisting of all the elements fixing the four letters
1, 2, 3 and 4, and let Δ be the totality of the letters fixed by H. Then
the normalizer TV of H in G fixes Δ. If we denote by N* the restric-
tion of N on Δ, then by the theorem of Jordan ([2]) and Witt ([5])
7VΔ is one of the following groups: S4, S5, A6 or M n .
In the first section, we shall consider the number of fixed letters
of an involution. We shall prove especially that if N* is A6 or M u then
the number r of the fixed letters of any involution in G satisfies the
relation
n = r
2
 + 2
and consequently all involutions have the same number of fixed letters.
Now let P be a Sylow 2-group of H, Δ' the totality of the letters
fixed by P and N' the normalizer of P in G. Then, by the theorem of
M. Hall ([1], Theorem 5.8.1), (ΛOΔ/ is one of the following groups:
S4, S5, At, A7 or M n . In the second section, we shall first consider the
case in which PΦ1 and P is transitive on Ω —Δ' and we shall prove
that if n>35 (JV')Δ/ must be S4 or S5. As a corollary we have that if
G is not alternating nor symmetric group and if P ( φ l ) is transitive
and regular on Ω —Δ' then G is M12 or M23. Since a transitive group
which is abelian is regular, this gives an improvement of Theorem 1
in [4].
NOTATION. For a set X let \X\ denote the number of elements
of X. For a set S of permutations on Ω the totality of the letters
fixed by S is denoted by 7(S). If a subset Δ of Ω is a fixed block,
i.e. if ΔS = Δ, then the restriction of S on Δ is denoted by SΔ. For a
permutation group G the subgroup of G consisting of all the elements
fixing the letters /,/,••-,& is denoted by G,y...
 k.
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1. Number of fixed letters of an involution.
Let G be a 4-fold transitive group on Ω = {1, 2, ~ ,n}y H the sub-
group of G fixing four letters, A=I(H) and let N be the normalizer of
H in G. Then 7VΔ must be one of the following groups: S4, S5, A6
or M
u
.
Proposition 1. // N* = A6 or M n , then the number r of the fixed
letters of any involution in G satisfies the relation
Proof. (1) Suppose thatN*=A6. Let a be an arbitrary involution.
Since G is 4-fold transitive, taking a conjugate of a if necessary, we
may assume that
Let (&, /) be a 2-cycle of a different from (1, 2). Then a normalizes
Gl2kι and by assumption a is an even permutation on \ = I(G12kι).
Therefore we have
^ = (1, 2) (ί)O') (*,/).
Thus at least two letters are fixed by a. Now for a subset {i,j} of
I(a\ a normalizes G 1 Λ ί f / , therefore for A2 = I(G1 >2 >t ^ ) we have
<* = a , 2) (o
Thus {/, y} determines uniquely a 2-cycle (&, /) of a, and then G 1 2 ί y =
G 1 2 */ and {i, y}=/(0)Π/(G1ΛJfeϊ/). We consider the map 95: {/,./}-»(&,/)
from the family of all subsets of I(ά) consisting of two letters into the
family of all 2-cycles of a different from (1, 2). From above φ is onto.
To show that φ is one to one, suppose that φ({i, j}) = φ({i', y '}) = (£, /)•
Then /(0)n/(G1 Λ A i /) = {/, j} = {i\ /} . Hence 9? is one to one and the
number of 2-cycles of a different from (1, 2) is
 r
C2. Thus we have
n = 2+r+2
 r
C2 = r
2
 + 2.
(2) Suppose that ΛfΔ=M
n
 and let a be an arbitrary involution. As
in (1), we may assumed that a = (ί, 2) , and we can easily see that at
least two letters are fixed by a. If {i19 t2] is a subset of I(a\ then a
normalizes G 1 2 Λ / 2 and for Δ1 = /(G l f 2 f ί l ( ί 2) «Δ I is, being an involution of
M
n
 , of the following form :
= (1, 2) (/,) (/,) (ί,) (*„ /,) (kt, /,) (A,,
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Then G 1 Λ ί μ Λ = G l f 2 i A p > / p and thus {ily i2} determines uniquely a set of
three 2-cycles (k19 /J, (k2, /2), (/?3, /3). Now consider the map
ψ : {*!, ί2} -»{(*!, /l), (*2, 12\ (*3, 4)}
from the family of all subsets of I(ά) consisting of two letters into the
family of the sets of three 2-cycles of a different from (1, 2). If a
2-cycle (&, /) of a different from (1, 2) is given, then a normalizes
G!
 >2 k tι and for Δ2 = /(G1ΛJbf/) #Δ2 has, being an involution of M n , just three
fixed letters {i19 i29 h} Then I(ά) Π /(Gj >2 k /) = {i1 , i2 , /3} and 9>({ί\, /2})
= 9K{*ι, *3}) = ?>({*2, i 3} )=>(*, O N o w > f r o m t h e definition of >^, ^({lΊ, ί2})
z>(Af, /) if and only if Glt2filti2=Glf2}k>lj i.e. {/i, /2} <=/(«) n/(G 1 Λ A ( / ) . Hence
the set of 2-cycles of <z different from (1, 2) is the disjoint union of
the images of φ and each inverse image of φ consists of three subsets.
Therefore the number of 2-cycles of a different from (1, 2) is
 r
C2 and
we have
n = 2+r+2
 r
C2 =
Proposition 2. // N* = S5y then the number r of the fixed letters of
any involution in G satisfies the following relation :
r ( r - l ) = 0 (mod 3).
Proof. We may assume that r>2 and the given involution is
a = (l, 2) . If {ilf iz} is a subset of I(a\ then a normalizes G 1 Λ ί l § ί 2 and
for Δ1 = /(G l f 2 f ί l Λ) we have
and G 1 2 ί l ί 2 - G 1 2 ί l ί . 3 = G 1 2 ί 2 l . 3 . Now consider the map
from the family of all subsets of I(ά) consisting of two letters into the
family of the subgroups of G. Then each inverse image of φ consists
of three subsets and hence we have
r
C2 = ? f c ! ) = 0 (mod 3).
2. Main theorem.
Let G be again a 4-fold transitive group on Ω = {1, 2, ••-, n}. It is
known that the only 4-fold transitive (not alternating nor symmetric)
groups on less than 35 letters are the four Mathieu groups M
n
, M12, M23
and M24. Therefore in the following we may assume that n>35.
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Now let # = G 1 2 3 4 , A=I(H) and let P be a Sylow 2-group of H,
Δ'=/(P). Then Δ'=)Δ. We denote the normalizers of H and P by N
and N' respectively. Then (N')Δ/ is one of the following groups : S4, S5,
AS, A
Ί
 or Λf
u
. We first prove the following
Proposition 3. // P is transitive on Ω — Δ' <zwd w>35, //z#w C/V')Δ/
S4 or S5.
Proof. We first remark that if ieΔ 7 — Δ the length of the set of
transitivity of # containing ί is odd since the subgroup of # fixing i
cantains a Sylow 2-group P of /ί.
The proof in the following is by contradiction.
(1) Suppose that C/V')Δ' = A and Δ7 = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6} .
Then N* must be A , S5 or S4.
(1. 1) Suppose ΛfΔ = A and let a be a central involution of P. Then,
by Lemma 2 in [3], \I(d)\ =6 and, by Proposition 1, we have
n
 = 62 + 2 - 3 8 .
Consider the map φ: *'-*G1 2 3 ί. from the set {4, 5, ---,38} into the family
of subgroups of G. If /(G l f2 f3pί)={l, 2, 3, i,j, k} then <p~l(Glt2fiti) consists
of the three letters /, /, k. Hence we have
3 8 - 3 - 35 Ξ θ (mod 3),
which is a contradiction.
(1. 2) Suppose that 7VΔ =S 5 and Δ - {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} . By the quadruple
transitivity G contains an involution a = (1, 2)(3)(4) . Since H=G123^
is normalized by a, Δ is fixed by a and hence a fixes the letter 5, i.e.
a = (1,2) (3) (4) ( 5 ) - .
Now the number of Sylow 2-groups of H is odd. Therefore there is a
Sylow 2-group of H which is normalized by a. We may assume that
it is P. Then Δ' is fixed by a and we have
*
A /
 = (1,2) (3) (4) (5) (6).
But this is a contradiction since cf' must be an even permutation.
(1.3) Suppose that N^ = S, and let Γ - Ω - Δ 7 . Then the sets of
transitivity of H on Ω — Δ={5, 6} UΓ can be assumed to be one of the
following :
(i) {5,6} and Γ,
(ii) {5,6}UΓ.
Since Γ is a set of transitivity of the 2-group P | Γ | is a power of 2.
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Hence in both cases the length of the set of transitivity containing the
latter 5 ( e Δ ' — Δ) is even. This is a contradiction by the first remark.
(2) Suppose that C/V')Δ'=A and Δ'= {1, 2, - , 7}. Then N* must
be A
β> Ss or S4.
(2.1) Suppose N*=A^ and let a be a central involution of P.
Then \I(ά)\ =7 and we have by Proposition 1
Since P is transitive on Ω — Δ' and |Ω — Δ'| =51 — 7=44 is not a power
of 2 we have a contradiction.
(2.2) Suppose that N*=S5 and Δ = {1, 2, 3,4, 5}. Then the sets of
transitivity of H on Ω — Δ={6, 7}(JΓ may be assumed to be one of
the following :
(i) {6,7} and Γ,
(ii) {6,7}UΓ.
But in both cases the length of the set of transitivity containing the
letter 6 (eΔ'—Δ) is even. This is a contradiction by the first remark.
(2.3) Suppose N*=S4 and let Γ = Ω - Δ ' . Then the sets of transi-
tivity of H on Ω — Δ = {5, 6, 7} UΓ may be assumed to be one of the
following :
( i ) {5, 6, 7} and Γ ,
(ii) {5,6} and {7}UΓ,
(iii) {5,6,7}UΓ.
The case (ii) does not occur since the length of the set of transitivity
containing the letter 5 ( e Δ ' — Δ) is even in this case. In the case (iii),
H is transitive on Ω,— Δ. Hence G is 5-fold transitive and then the
subgroup G! fixing the letter 1 is 4-fold transitive on {2, 3, •••, n} and
satisfies the assumption in (1). Thus as in (1) we have a contradiction.
We shall now consider the case (i). Let P/ be an arbitrary Sylow
2-group of H. Then there is an element x of H such that x~lPx=P'.
Since {5, 6, 7} is a set of transitivity of H, it is fixed by x. Therefore
//567Z)P implies x~Ή567x = H567^)P' and hence we have I(P')={1,29
•••,7}. This shows that I(P') is independent of the choice of Sylow 2-
group Pf of H and is uniquely determined by H. Let α = (ί, 2) ••• be
an involution of G which is conjugate to a central involution of P.
Then \I(ά)\ =7. If {ι\, i2} is a subset of /(#), then G1)Ml>< 2 is normalized
by α. Therefore there is a Sylow 2-group P" of G 1 Λ < l>f 2 which is
normalized by α. Let I(P")= {1, 2, ily i2, i8, k, /}. Since α is an even
permutation on I(P"\ we may assume
α = (1, 2) (Od',) (i.) ( * , / ) . - .
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Now 7(P") is uniquely determined by G
x 2 ^ , 2, therefore ft, i2} deter-
mines uniquely a 2-cycle (k, /) of a and we have the map
from the family of all the subsets of I(d) consisting of two letters into
the family of 2-cycles of a different from (1, 2). By the definition of
φy it is easy to see that φ({i19 i2}) — (k, I) if and only if G 1 2 f l f l 2 and
G12fk i have a Sylow 2-group in common, and φ is onto. Now suppose
that 9?(ft, i2}) = φ({jι,jz}) = (k, /)• Then G 1 Λ , l Λ and G12>k>l have a Sylow
2-group P ! in common, and Gl2Jιj2 and G 1 > 2 A / have a Sylow 2-group
P 2 in common. Since both Px and P2 are Sylow 2-groups of Gl 2 Λ / we
have I(Pl) = I(P2). Therefore 0\,y2} c/(β) 0 7 ^ ) = ft f i2, ιs}. Thus we
have that each inverse image of £> consists of three subsets of I(ά)
and hence the number of 2-cycles of a different from (1, 2) is -y-
 7C2 — 7.
o
In this way we have
n - 2 + 7 + 14 - 2 3 ,
which contradicts the assumption.
(3) Suppose that C/Vy' = M U and Δ' = {1, 2, •••, 11}. Then N* must
be one of the following groups: M
u
, A , S5 or S4.
(3.1) Suppose N*=M
n
 and let # be a central involution of P.
Then 1 7(0) | - 1 1 and by Proposition 1 we have « = 1Γ4-2 = 123. Since
P is transitive on Ω - Δ 7 and | Ω - Δ ' | -123 — 11-112 is not a power of
2, we have a contradiction.
(3.2) Suppose N* = A6. In the same way as in (3.1) we have
w — 123, which is a contradiction.
(3. 3) Suppose N* = S5 and let a be a central involution of P. Then
\I(a)\ —11 and by Proposition 2 we have
11(11-1) •= 110 = 0 (mod 3).
This is a contradiction.
(3.4) Suppose N* = S4. Since the length of a set of transitivity of
H containing one of the letters in Δ7 — Δ— {5, 6, ••-, 11} is odd, the sets
of transitivity of H may be assumed to be one of the following :
( i ) {5,6,7}, {8,9,10} and {11} U Γ ,
(ii) {5,6,7,8,9, 10, 11} and Γ,
(iii) {5, 6, 7,8,9, 10, 11} U Γ .
First consider the case (i). Since (N')*'=M
n
, there is an element
x in Nf such that
*
Δ /
 - (1, 2, 3, 4) ft, i2, ιa, ι4) (&) (/) (ro) .
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Then x normalizes H=G1234. Hence x must fix two sets of transitivity
{5, 6, 7} and {8, 9, 10} or interchange them. But, from the form of #Δ ',
this is impossible.
In the case (iii), G is 5-fold transitive. Hence X=Gl is 4-fold
transitive on {2, 3, ••-, n} and P is a Sylow 2-group of -Xz.a.v Since
|/(P) — {1} I =10, we have a contradiction by the theorem of M. Hall
([1], Theorem 5.8.1).
Now consider the case (ii). If P' is an arbitrary Sylow 2-group of
H there is an element x of H such that P/ = x~1Px. Since {5, 6, •••, 11}
is a set of transitivity of H, it is left invariant by x. Therefore
# 5 6 . . . n : D P implies # 5 6 . . . Π =DP' and we have 7(P')={1, 2, •••, 11}. This
shows that 7(P') is independent of the choice of P/ and is determined
uniquely by H. We denote it by J(H\ Let Λ = (1, 2) ••• be an involu-
tion which is conjugate to a central involution of P. We consider the
map
which assigns /(G1>2>ί 1)t 2) to a subset {ily i2} of /(#). Since a normalizes
G 1 2 Λ / 2 , there is a Sylow 2-group P" of G l f M l Λ such that a~
ίP//a=P//.
Let Δ'' = 7(P'0=/(G l f 2 f i l f ί 2 ). Then α Δ " is an involution of M n . Hence
we have
*
Δ
" = (1, 2) (/,) (ί
a
) (i.) fo, /,) (*„ /,) (*8> /.)
and 7(έή n/(G l f 2 i ί l f f 2) =={/!, /2, / 3}. Now it is easy to see that the inverse
image φ~\J(Gιt2MJ) consists of three subsets {il9 i j , {f\, i3}, {i2, i8}.
Therefore we have
! A = ϊ ^ = 0 (mod 3) ,
£
which is a contradiction.
From Proposition 3 we have easily an improvement of Theorem 1
in [4].
Theorem. Let G be a 4- fold transitive group on Ω= {1, 2, •••, n},
excluding S
n
 and A
n
. If a Sylow 2-group P of the subgroup fixing four
letters is not trivial, and transitive and regular on Ω — /(P), then G must
be M12 or M>3.
Proof. We use the same notations as before. For n < 35 the
theorem is trivial. Therefore we may assume w>35, and then, by
Proposition 3, we need consider only the case in which (ΛΓ/)Δ/ = S4 or S6.
(1) Suppose C/V')Δ/ = S4. Then G is 5-fold transitive. Hence X=Gl
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is 4-fold transitive on {2,3, •••,/?}. Since X234 = H and a Sylow 2-group
P of H is regular on {5, 6, •••, n}y X2>3)4t5 is of odd order. Therefore, by
the theorem of M. Hall, X must be one of the following groups: S4, S5,
A6, A7 or M n . But this contradicts the assumption n>35.
(2) Suppose (N')*' = S5 and let Δ' = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}. Then N*=S4 or
S5. If N* = S4, then if is transitive on {5, 6, * ,w} and hence G is 5-
fold transitive. Then X=G1 is 4-fold transitive on {2, 3, •••, n} and
satisfies the assumption in (1). Therefore as in (1) we have a contra-
diction. On the other hand, if N* = S
δ
 then by Proposition 2 we have
5(5- l ) = 0 (mod 3),
since for a central involution a of P | / (β) |=5. But this is a contra-
diction.
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